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AEG ACKVIEW 
TECHNICAL PRODUCT WHITE PAPER 

OVERVIEW 

The acknowledge (ACK) or non-acknowledge (NAK) are service messages sent by the SWIFT 
interface to the user application to notify an outgoing message was accepted as valid or not.  

These service messages are normally sent to print once received. This has created the challenge of 
piling paper and hence making it hard to process, not to mention the eco-unfriendly waste of useless 
paper. AEG has developed AckView that converts these messages into readable files of various 
formats in order to be stored as soft copies and print only needed messages. 
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AEG ACHVIEW 

AEG AckView application is designed to automatically export SWIFT acknowledgement messages to 
separate message files. SWIFT messages that contain many messages are split into separate 
message files into a specific folder structure. 

AEG AckView names message files according to specific information related to the message (BIC, 
reference, Account Number, etc.) and saves these files in specified folder structure so it becomes 
easy to manage transaction records. 

AEG AckView is compatible with both SWIFT Entry and Access Systems. 

HOW IT WORKS 

AEG AckView application relies on a process that runs in the background of the operating system, 
installed on the SWIFT Alliance server. As soon as SWIFT messages are generated by SWIFT 
server, AEG AckView automatically performs necessary actions without any user or admin 
intervention. 

AEG AckView supports all types of SWIFT messages (MT1xx, 2xx, 3xx, 4xx, 5xx, 6xx, 7xx, 8xx, 9xx) 
and exports message files in various formats depending on the client’s preference such as .pdf, .txt, 
.xlsx, etc. The application can directly send the message for print-out as well. Then, the application 
saves message files in a previously-specified folder structure. An example is detailed in the diagram 
below: 
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FEATURES 

FILE NAMING: 

Since the whole process is automated, AEG AckView is also responsible for naming the message 
files. Naming is done based on specific information extracted from the message file itself noting that 
this process is also customizable to the client’s preference as well. 

For instance, exported message-files can be named according to: 

Ø Original SAA/SAE File Name 
Ø SWIFT Message Reference 
Ø Sender BIC Code 
Ø Sequential Number 

MANAGING DUPLICATES 

AEG AckView has the capability to handle duplicates. In case two or more SWIFT messages have the 
same reference number (duplicate), AckView recognizes them and takes necessary action as per the 
configuration used: 

Ø Overwrite 
Ø Move to Error folder 
Ø Add a digital sequence to the end of the file. For example, if the first message-file is named 

FILEREF.pdf, the second will be named as FILEREF_1.pdf. 

SMART PRINTING: 

AEG AckView can be configured to automatically send specific messages for printing. This feature is 
very useful for clients who want to keep a hard copy of certain SWIFT transactions. AEG AckView 
sets printing rules to print certain message files on certain printers based on message type, category, 
or any other info included in the message content. 
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